Blood Group A Antigen Is a Coreceptor in *Plasmodium falciparum* Rosetting
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The malaria parasite *Plasmodium falciparum* utilizes molecules present on the surface of uninfected red blood cells (RBC) for rosette formation, and a dependency on ABO antigens has been previously shown. In this study, the antirosetting effect of immune sera was related to the blood group of the infected human host. Sera from malaria-immune blood group A (or B) individuals were less prone to disrupt rosettes from clinical isolates of blood group A (or B) patients than to disrupt rosettes from isolates of blood group O patients. All fresh clinical isolates and laboratory strains exhibited distinct ABO blood group preferences, indicating that utilization of blood group antigens is a general feature of *P. falciparum* rosetting. Soluble A antigen strongly inhibited rosette formation when the parasite was cultivated in A RBC, while inhibition by glycosaminoglycans decreased. Furthermore, a soluble A antigen conjugate bound to the cell surface of parasitized RBC. Selective enzymatic digestion of blood group A antigen from the uninfected RBC surfaces totally abolished the preference of the parasite to form rosettes with these RBC, but rosettes could still form. Altogether, present data suggest an important role for A and B antigens as coreceptors in *P. falciparum* rosetting.

Although erythrocytes have traditionally been considered relatively inert containers of hemoglobin, mounting evidence suggests that they in fact bear numerous surface molecules that are active in microbial attachment processes (22). The asexual stages of the malaria parasite *Plasmodium falciparum* utilize molecules on the surface of uninfected red blood cells (RBC) for rosette formation, i.e., binding of parasite-infected RBC (pRBC) to uninfected RBC. Rossetting has been associated with the occurrence of severe malaria, i.e., cerebral malaria and anemia (5, 14, 17, 18). The *P. falciparum* erythrocyte membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1), a family of a member of a high-molecular-weight polypeptides encoded by the var genes (4, 20, 21), has been identified as a rosetting ligand (8, 19). Various host receptors on the surface of uninfected RBC have been proposed, including ABO blood group antigens (7), CD36 (11), CD35 (19), and heparan sulfate (HS) or HS-like molecules (3, 8). Still, little is known about the relative contribution of different receptors in rosetting and their prevalence in nature. Previous studies have implicated the ABO blood group type in rosetting (1, 18, 24) and strain-specific blood group preferences for rosetting formation have been described previously (7).

In this study, we examine the utilization of ABO blood group antigens for rosette formation in laboratory strains and fresh clinical isolates. We assess the antirosetting effect of hyperimmune sera in relation to the ABO blood group type and examine the relationship of the A antigen to the rosetting phenotype.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Patients, parasites, and sera. Two *P. falciparum* strains, FCRS31 (a blood group A-preferring strain isolated in The Gambia, West Africa [9]) and TM 284 (a blood group B-preferring strain isolated from a malaria patient in Thailand [7]), were cultivated according to standard procedures (25). Fresh *P. falciparum* rosetting clinical isolates were obtained from patients attending the Albert Schweitzer Hospital, Lambaréné, Gabon. Assessment for parasite growth and rosetting was done as described previously (3). Immune sera were obtained from healthy volunteers living in areas of endemicity (2). Nonimmune sera were from healthy Swedish volunteers.

Reagents. Heparin and HS from porcine intestine (Løvens Kemiske Fabrik, Ballerup, Denmark), chondroitin sulfite A (Sigma), H-disaccharide (Fuc1-2Galp), A-trisaccharide (GalNAco1-3[Fuc1-2]Galp), and B-trisaccharide (Galai-3[Fuc1-2][Galp]) from Calbiochem-Novabiochem Corp. (La Jolla, Calif.) and Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corp. (Westbury, N.Y.) were used in the assays. A-tri-PAA-Fluorescein, a complex based on a synthetic polycrylamide with 20% A trisaccharide-carbohydrate content, was from Syntesome Glyco-systems (Munich, Germany). Treatments of blood group O RBC, blood group A RBC, and parasite cultures were performed with heparinase III (0.003 IU/ml, 25°C, pH 7.5; Sigma and Seikagaku Corp. [Tokyo, Japan]), Clostridium perfringens neuraminidase (0.1 IU/ml, 37°C, pH 6.0; Sigma), trypsin (37°C, pH 7.5; Sigma), chymotrypsin (37°C, pH 7.5; Sigma), and sodium periodate (10 mM, 15 min at room temperature [RT]) as described previously (3) and with β-N-acetyl-galactosaminidase, α-galactosaminidase, or α-galactosidase (all from Sigma) as described below. ABO blood group was determined by a standard hemagglutination technique using monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) (Biogenes, Poole, England).

Rosette inhibition assays. For assessment of rosette disruption, aliquots (25 μl) of parasite cultures were mixed with heat-inactivated serum diluted in RPMI medium in a 96-well microtiter plate, at a final dilution of 1:10. After incubation for 30 min at 37°C, the rosetting rate was assessed and compared to that of culture mixed with nonimmune serum (2). For assessment of rosette reformation, glycoconjugates were added to the cultures at a concentration of 100 μg/ml (heparin, HS, and chondroitin sulfate A) or 125 mM (A and B trisaccharides and H-disaccharide) as described previously (3). Disruption of rosettes was subsequently done mechanically by drawing the cells through an injection needle (diameter = 0.60 mm) 8 to 10 times. The rosettes were then allowed to re-form. Inhibition was estimated by comparing the rosetting rate of each sample with that of a sample without additives (7).

Serum-induced agglutination assay. The infected erythrocyte agglutination assay was performed at a serum end dilution of 1:5 and scored as described previously (2). Sera from nonimmune Swedish donors were used as controls.

Assessment of the blood group preference of fresh *P. falciparum* isolates. A competition assay using RBC labeled with carboxy-fluorescein diacetate (CFDA) (Sigma) was performed as described previously (7), with some modifications (3). Briefly, fresh RBC of blood group A Rh+, B Rh+, or O Rh- from nonimmune donors were incubated with CFDA (250 μg/ml) for 15 min at RT. The cells were washed three times with RPMI medium and finally resuspended at a 5% hematocrit in malaria culture medium (RPMI 1640-HEPES, 25 mM sodium bicarbonate, 10 μg of gentamicin per ml) containing 10% AB+ serum.
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RESULTS

Twenty-eight clinical isolates were tested for rosette disruption and agglutination by using ABO blood group-compatible immune sera. When the effect of 9 different immune sera on different fresh clinical isolates (9 from blood group O hosts, 9 from blood group A hosts, and 10 from blood group B hosts) was tested, a significantly better antiagglutination response to the sera was exhibited by isolates from blood group O individuals than was exhibited by those from either blood group A or blood group B (P < 0.0005 for O versus A and P < 0.0026 for O versus B; Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 1). In contrast, no significant difference in the agglutination pattern was found between the different groups (data not shown).

When 24 clinical isolates were assayed for their blood group preferences as described above, a distinct preference for either blood group A or blood group B or a preference for both blood group A and blood group B appeared. Blood group A was the most preferred blood group (n = 10); a simultaneous preference for blood groups A and B was observed to be the second most common (n = 9). Still, in most of the cases where a simultaneous preference for groups A and B was exhibited, there was a predominant preference for either group A or group B. Five isolates were distinctly blood group B preferring, and, interestingly, none of the wild isolates exhibited a preference for blood group O. In this material, the specific blood group preference of each isolate was not related to the blood group of the human host from which the parasitized blood was drawn; i.e., the parasites cultivated in hosts of blood group A, B, or O did not significantly differ in their blood group preferences. However, there were distinct differences in the mean rosette size, with 4.9 (standard deviation [SD], 0.47), 5.0 (SD, 0.82), and 3.2 (SD, 0.53) RBC per rosette, respectively, for cultures in blood groups A, B, and O (P = 0.0002 for O versus A, P = 0.0003 for O versus B, and P = 0.85 for A versus B; Student's t test). Also, isolates from patients with different blood groups did not exhibit significant differences in parasitemia (mean, 4.8%; range, 1.2 to 8%) and rosetting rates (mean, 48.6%; range, 23.8 to 86.2%).

In order to test whether the blood group of the host would affect the sensitivity of rosettes for glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), the same parasite strain was cultivated in RBC of a different blood group. When cultivated in their preferred blood group, laboratory strains presented decreased sensitivity to the GAGs heparin, HS, and chondroitin sulfate A. Regardless of blood group preference (A or B), the sensitivity was highest when the parasite was cultivated in blood group O and lowest when cultivated in the preferred blood group (Table 1). Interestingly, the highest inhibition of rosette reformation by ap-
appropriate blood group trisaccharides (A-trisaccharide for FCR3S1 and B-trisaccharide for TM284) appeared when the parasite was cultivated in the preferred blood group (Table 1).

The specific inhibitory effect of A-trisaccharide was further investigated. In order to identify the target cells involved in A-trisaccharide-mediated rosette inhibition, an FITC-labeled A-trisaccharide conjugate was incubated with parasite cultures. Mature-stage pRBC, but not uninfected RBC, bound the A-trisaccharide conjugate (Fig. 2A). The binding of the conjugate was trypsin sensitive and closely related to the rosetting rate of a trypsin-treated culture (Fig. 2B). Neuraminidase treatment of pRBC did not inhibit binding (data not shown). The binding of the A-trisaccharide conjugate was dose-dependently inhibited by soluble A-trisaccharide, while the H-disaccharide had no effect (Fig. 2C).

In order to investigate what host receptors or combinations of receptors were acting in different blood groups, we performed chemical and specific enzymatic treatments of cultures (pRBC) and uninfected RBC. Sodium periodate treatment of uninfected RBC had a similar inhibitory effect on the rosette-forming capacity of treated RBC (mean inhibition for group A RBC, 71.2% [SD, 4.9]; mean inhibition for group O RBC, 74.8% [SD, 5.6]), indicating that receptors of glycan nature are important in both cell types. Trypsin and chymotrypsin treatment totally abolished rosetting (pRBC) in blood groups A and O (Fig. 2B and data not shown). When the blood group A-prefering FCR3S1 strain was cultivated in blood group A RBC, the antirosetting effect of heparinase III was significantly reduced. When added to cultures in blood group O, the inhibition ranged from 80 to 100% (reference 3 and data not shown), while the mean inhibition in blood group A was 23.5% (SD, 7.3), indicating that a heparinase-sensitive molecule was not the only receptor involved.

These observations led us to investigate the possible presence of simultaneous receptors. Blood group A RBC suspensions were treated with \( \alpha-N\)-acetyl-galactosaminidase, deplet-\ing the erythrocytic blood group A antigen from its terminal \( \alpha-N\)-acetyl-galactosamine. The efficacy of the treatment was monitored by using FITC-conjugated lectins. *B. simplicifolia* (A antigen specific)-mediated agglutination and fluorescence of RBC disappeared after treatment, whereas *T. purpureas* (H antigen specific)-mediated fluorescence and agglutination increased. Reactivity with blood group A MAb was not totally abolished but was significantly reduced, as described previously (16). Treatment of blood group A RBC with \( \alpha-N\)-acetyl-galactosaminidase drastically decreased their rosette-forming capacity, whereas no effect on group O RBC was observed; i.e., the FCR3S1 strain exhibited equal preference for group O RBC and \( \alpha-N\)-acetyl-galactosaminidase-treated group A RBC (O), whereas group O RBC were unaffected by the same treat-\ment (Table 2). Thus, \( \alpha-N\)-acetyl-galactosaminidase-treated A RBC could still form rosettes but the preference of the parasite for these RBC was totally abolished. Treatment with \( \alpha\)-galactosaminidase had no effect (data not shown). When FCR3S1 was cultivated in blood group B RBC, treatment with \( \alpha\)-galac-

![FIG. 2. Binding of A antigen to surfaces of parasite-infected erythrocytes. (A) A antigen conjugate was allowed to bind to a living culture. The pRBC were counterstained with ethidium bromide and visualized by UV microscopy. (B) Sensitivity of rosetting (○) and A antigen conjugate binding by pRBC (●) of FCR3S1 cultures to trypsin treatment as indicated in Materials and Methods. (C) Competition of A antigen conjugate binding to living cultures by A-trisaccharide (■) and H-disaccharide (○). All results shown are means ± SDs (error bars) from three separate experiments.](http://iai.asm.org)
The terminal galactoside (depleting the terminal galactose from the B antigen) also had an effect on the preference of the parasite. The rosetting rate for α-galactosidase-treated B cells versus untreated B cells was 0.78 (SD, 0.09), and the rate was 1.01 (SD, 0.10) for untreated B cells versus untreated B cells. This indicates that a relative preference for the group B RBC compared to the O RBC also exists.

### DISCUSSION

Present and earlier data speak in favor of glycans as common rosetting receptors in many *P. falciparum* strains (3, 7, 8), but other important receptors (in blood group O-cultivated parasites) such as complement receptor 1 or CD35 and CD36 (11, 12) have been described. Parallel to usage of these receptors, our data suggest that all *P. falciparum* strains have the potential to use another receptor confined to the ABO blood group system.

In rosetting *P. falciparum* parasites, specific blood group preferences have been seen in all laboratory strains and so far in all wild isolates tested. In clinical isolates the preference was sometimes less clear-cut, i.e., simultaneous preference for blood group A and B was seen. This may be due to clonal diversity in isolates (23), although simultaneous preference for A and B in the same strain cannot be excluded. Importantly, in no case was preference for blood group O observed. Experimental findings support the interpretation that the receptor site is contained within the distal sugars of the ABO antigens and coexists with another receptor(s), e.g., the observation that the sensitivity of the cell-cell binding to HS or heparin (or to other GAGs) drastically decreases when parasites are cultivated in blood group O RBC. Soluble A-trisaccharide (for FCR3S1) and B-trisaccharide (for TM 284) strongly inhibited formation of rosettes when the parasites were grown in the preferred blood group, but the rosettes were never abolished. In addition, blood group preference (for A) could be altered by enzymatic digestion of blood group A antigen, without abolishing rosetting.

Disruption of rosettes by heparin and HS is strongly connected to the presence of N-sulfate groups in heparin and HS chains, whereas 2-O- and 6-O-sulfation has minor importance. Further, mono- and disaccharides derived from heparin and HS, which contain N-sulfated glucosamine, inhibit rosetting, whereas other sulfated mono- and disaccharides have little or no effect (3). Likewise, the H-disaccharide (Fucα1-2Galβ) did not significantly inhibit rosette reformation, whereas the A-trisaccharide (GalNAcα1-3[Fucα1-2]Galβ) did, indicating that the terminal α-N-acetyl-galactosamine is important for competition. Although more specific components are determinant (e.g., N-sulfation), polyvalency given by a larger glycan is also an important molecular feature for binding (A. Barragan et al., submitted for publication). This may explain why larger glycans or a polyvalent A-trisaccharide construct is a better competitor than smaller monovalent units.

A number of observations argue against a role for the group O determinant (and the H antigen) in rosetting. Blood group O preference was never seen in laboratory or wild isolates, and group O RBC exhibit rosetting abilities to the same degree as RBC from the Bombay phenotype (lacking the terminal fucose of the H-disaccharide) (7). In addition, a soluble H-disaccharide did not have any inhibitory effect on rosetting nor did it compete out A-trisaccharide conjugate binding to pRBC when tested on parasites cultivated in blood group O RBC.

Blood group A-prefering (FCR3S1) and blood group B-prefering (TM 284) rosetting parasites retain their blood group preferences after being propagated for more than 100 cycles in blood group O RBC. This indicates that a single ligand or genetically linked ligands are expressed on the surface of the pRBC, accounting for binding to the blood group A antigen or B antigen, respectively, and to one or more other receptors on the RBC. One such parasite-derived ligand is PfEMP1. Indeed, we have recently shown in the FCR3S1.2 strain that the rosetting ligand PfEMP1 has affinity for multiple receptors and that the affinities for HS or heparin and blood group O antigens reside mainly within the DBL-1 (Duffy binding-like) domain and do not overlap (Q. Chen, A. Heddini, A. Barragan, V. Fernandez, F. Pearce, and M. Wahlgren, submitted for publication; A. Barragan et al., submitted). The simultaneous existence of two rosetting receptors, one of which is associated with the ABO blood group system, may well explain why rosettes are larger and stronger (6) when the same parasites are cultivated in their preferred blood groups. These observations are also in line with the fact that a parasite ligand with multiple binding affinities, like PfEMP1 var. 1 from the FCR3S1.2 strain, may bind to more than one host receptor depending on availability (Chen et al., submitted). Hypothetically, the existence of more than one ligand (with the same sensitivity to trypsin as PfEMP1) still cannot be ruled out.

There are solid field data showing the influence of ABO blood group type on rosetting (1, 18, 24), and RBC polymorphisms also affect rosette formation (6, 19). Interestingly, blood group A has been reported to be a risk factor for the development of severe malaria (10, 15) and blood group O seems to confer a relative protection against cerebral malaria compared to blood groups A and B (12). Why the blood group O gene, although common in Africa, has not attained a high fixation rate may be explained by diversity in the rosetting receptor preferences and/or the simultaneous importance of other ABO blood group-independent mechanisms of protection against severe malaria, e.g., complement receptor 1 polymorphisms (19), GAG-related polymorphisms (3, 8; Chen et al., submitted), and CD36 (11). In relation to the pathology of severe malaria, it is tempting to speculate whether the present findings could relate to excessive sequestration due to enhanced rosetting. Could the blood group of the host in combination with a parasitic preference for that same blood group (A, B, or A and B) constitute an enhanced risk factor?

### Table 2. Relative rosette-forming capacities of blood group A and blood group O RBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blood group</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Relative rosette-forming capacity&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Mock</td>
<td>1.02 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enzyme</td>
<td>0.32 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Mock</td>
<td>0.41 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enzyme</td>
<td>0.46 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Blood group A RBC either treated with enzyme (α-N-acetyl-galactosaminidase) or mock treated were allowed to compete for rosette formation with A or O RBC, as described in Materials and Methods. The same experiments were performed in parallel with O RBC.

<sup>b</sup> The relative rosette-forming capacity was calculated as the ratio of the number of mock- or enzyme-treated RBC participating in rosetting/the number of untreated RBC from the parasite culture participating in rosetting (see Materials and Methods). Values are means from at least three experiments (standard deviations are shown in parentheses).
lates. The fact that the agglutination pattern was very similar for the different groups argues against differences in antigen recognition by the hyperimmune sera. Whether the observed differences in antirosetting potency may have importance in a situation of premunition and/or buildup of immunity is a matter for further investigation.

In summary, we have here shown that A and B antigens are determinants for rosetting in clinical P. falciparum isolates. We have also provided evidence for the presence of at least two different simultaneously acting receptors for PEMP1-mediated rosetting (8; Chen et al, submitted). P. falciparum appears to have chosen a strategy of diverse glycan interactions with the RBC surface for rosetting. A therapeutic approach aimed at rosetting ligands would probably implicate multiple targets where blood group preference of the parasite in combination with blood group of the patient may be determinant factors. Development of tools that will permit in vitro identification of potential virulence factors in P. falciparum infection will be helpful when approaching therapeutic targeting of virulence factors.
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